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Front Cover: Jennifer Greaves with Bleikur approximately 1958.

Way Back When…

Halfkey Icelandic Horses

January’s challenge was to provide a photo and a story of how the horse
addiction first bit you, we had over 50 entries and so we have made a special
Set the Pace supplement to share all the stories with you and a little more
history we found out too…..

1950s – Pony Trekking with Icelandic horses in Scotland
The first Icelandic horses were imported into the UK via Leith in Scotland on
the MS Gullfoss in the 50’s. There are some great photos in the Scotsman
archive, including a photo dated 13th August 1957 showing possibly the first
Icelandic horses being unloaded. If that is the case they will be Melox,
Bleikskjoni and Hringa.
Another of the Scotsman archive photos from 1959 talks of a Hugh Simpson
returning from a 300 mile pony trekking trip with two Icelandic horses called
Shari and Coppar. We believe this to actually be Morton Elliot & Kopur, owned
by Jill Noble from when he was 15 until he died at 42 (the longest lived UK
Icelandic horse so far we believe).
It was a real delight when Liz Phillips posted the cover photo illustrating her
mother, Jennifer Greaves at approximately 14 years old at Alnwickhill, just
outside Edinburgh with Bleikur at approximately the same time, newly
imported by Stuart McIntosh.
Liz posted:
The four of them frequently rode the horses, and it was the memory of
the tremendous fun my mother had riding them, and their soundness and
durability, that finally brought her back to Icelandics, after decades of
breeding and owning many other different types, including Arabs, Welsh
Cobs, Morgan horses and Sports horses!
How remarkable that Pippa's great grandmother and grandfather rode
Icelandics all those years ago!”
Without a doubt that makes Liz’s photos the challenge winner and we will be
sending Jennifer a photobook of these and other photos we have of Liz &
Pippa along with the usual rosette to Liz.
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Liz Phillips mother (Jennifer Greaves nee Little) uncle and grandmother with four of
Stuart McIntosh’s recently imported Icelandic horses. Liz’s grandfather was taking
the pictures and has more so we look forward to those as they emerge.

There was a very lively Icelandic horse “scene” in and around Edinburgh in the
late 1950s and early 1960s. Several of the chat group are still more or less
actively involved with Icelandic horses and shared their own experience of
Stuart McIntosh’s huge influence on our UK Icelandic history. Cathleen
Baldwin told us:
“Alnwickhill was the first place I rode Icelandics as a youngster, I think in
the early 1960s. It was a big adventure as we had to get two buses each
way, by ourselves! One into Edinburgh centre, then a green one out to the
hills. We were also surprised that we had to groom the horses, pick out
their feet and tack them up. Anywhere else we'd ridden that was all done
for you! Then the most amazing fast ride up into the Pentland Hills. All
very exciting and wonderful! It took me until 2002 to get my own one.
They're still the best!”
We have previously published information about Stuart McIntosh & how Pony
Trekking was done at Alnwickhill in the 1950s. Click on the links to access these
in the chat group files. There is a lot more to tell in the fullness of time.
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Pat Proctor,
our Icelandic
horse “buftie”
then took up
the story in
the chat
group; she is a
mine of really
interesting
information
and some
more great
photos…
“There were some cracking good horses at Alnwickhill. It still amazes me that so
much good tölting was going on without a trainer in sight, though Stuart had
everyone shamed into good performance!! In the photo above on the left is
Hringa, one of the first three to be imported.
One of her sons was Skimi (Snip), same Vindott (Icelandic horse colour) with a
white nose. He ended up along with Bleikur, in Glasgow with Magnus
Magnusson.”
There will be more about Magnus Magnusson
and his affection for the Icelandic horse in
future issues of Set the Pace but for now I will
leave you with this quote taken from a 2004
article in the Independent.
“It's said of the Icelandic horse, that great
coloniser of Iceland, for which I have enormous
affection, that you cannot fall off one since it
sidesteps beneath you. I once hoped to bring a
test case of being drunk in charge of an
Icelandic horse - my defence would have been
that the horse was in charge of me."
Rona Frame then took the story on into the
1970s and posted this picture of her riding
Skimi in 1972. Rona wrote that she still
struggles to smile when she is riding!
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Rona also posted a couple of her old box brownie photos of the Icelandics on
Lord Thurso’s land in 1969 just before her family moved from Caithness to
Edinburgh. She wrote “As I remember the horses were very small - and
certainly look the ‘old fashioned’ type”.
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While we were approving the
draft Pat dug out this little
snapshot and suggested we
share it. She wrote: “These are
some of the Alnwickhill horses
circa 1960. This is what we do
when the hay Lorry arrives!
From the left - Nyrbleik,
Bleikskjoni, Moldi and the very
special Trausti.”
So the next exchange will be
all about Trausti. I will see if
we can get it into Set the Pace in a couple of week’s time.

1960s BI (Before Icelandics)
Jackie Alex
Photo from the past (196os)! My
sister & I on our ponies. Mine - the
dun on the right - was a Fjord &
owning her first got me interested in
Scandinavian & Icelandic horses. It is
unusual that I was riding in a saddle,
as we almost always rode bareback!

Jenny Blakey

Jenny is 13 in this picture – taken in 1961.
This was Jenny’s first pony – Apache
(Patch).
She wrote: “When I bought Sindri, I
thought “my first and my last. I had wanted
a pony since I was two. My parents couldn’t
afford to get me one, but my grandmother
died and left me £200 so I could buy one. I
think Patch was around £80!”
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Another first photo from 1961. Very recognisably Debbie Ede. Debbie enhanced
the photo and recognised her mum on the bank watching her.

Liz Roberts Liz started out on broomsticks masquerading as hobby horses. She
wrote, “They were named after Pat Smythe’s show jumpers, Prince Hal and
Flanagan!” Eventually Liz graduated to the four legged kind. “On holiday in Ireland
(1966) the farmer next door, Dinny Dan had a pony called Dolly, he said my friend
and I could ride her, she didn’t have a saddle and her bridle was cobbled together
with baling twine, she wasn’t used to our riding school aids so to get her going Dinny
Dan gave her a hearty slap on the bum! We had lots of fun riding her.”
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Alison Budd

(Left) My first equine encounter
I think - I look a bit dubious!

An early lesson on a much too big
horse but it was a Morgan although
we were only allowed to walk, trot
and canter - no pacing! I note the lack
of hat or proper boots - mid60s in Texas!
Liz Phillips

I have absolutely no idea how old I’d
have been here, (4?) but my mother
(Jennifer Greaves) had me in the saddle
before I could walk!
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Sharon Tomlinson

Sharon aged 2 (1966) and her first love. Pipit. A really early rider, Sharon is one
of our runner ups for the challenge. Sharon was 2 when she first rode Pipit and
just 3 when she was able to ride off the lead rein. Fantastic photos, thank you
for sharing them. Below - Sharon sharing with an even younger neighbour.
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1967 Hacking Pipit on the warrens, look at those stirrups!
(Sharon still keeps Léttir & Stjarni, her current horses, in the same place!)
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Sharon has started to grow into the stirrups.
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Flash – Sharon’s other true love. Very difficult to catch so she rode Pipit most
of the time. Flash was a true gentleman.
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Sharon wrote: “Magnus would be proud! Early ground work with Flash. Leading
him back to the yard after a lovely ride”.
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Sharon wrote: Well when there is no pony available for a pony mad little girl to
ride? You may be forced to improvise??!
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Although Rona was one of the earliest people in the UK to experience Icelandic
horses, her own horse tails were from the days when you could get away with
wearing your school laceups and your mum’s polo neck to a show. Rona’s first.

Caithness Agricultural show 1969 aged 13. The horse was Colleen, 4 years old
and borrowed. Rona wrote “we were both very green!”
Catherine Holland

Catherine obviously enjoying
horse riding from the very earliest
days before wearing hats was
thought advisable! Late 1960’s
she thinks.
Catherine is the one on the horse,
although you could be mistaken
for thinking it was her leading the
horses.
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1970s – Hippies, Hobby Horses and Heavy Metal

Alison Fiddler posted: “This is 1979 when I went round the Lakes camping with
my boyfriend and pony and trap. The farrier made a metal frame to bolt on top of
the trap which we covered with the plastic sheet to try and keep us dry. You can
tell it’s the 70’s by my perm and Colin's heavy metal hair. I wish I could do
something like this now but wouldn't dare the way the traffic is these days.”
The love of Icelandic horses spans across the decades with Alison who posted
her way back when pictures of Omi 24 years apart.
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She wrote:
The children on Omi's
back in the first
picture now have
children of their own
older than they were
then. It’s amazing how
long our Icelandics
continue to give us
pleasure.
Alison is now
introducing a third
generation to the joys
of riding Icelandic
horses with a friend’s
granddaughter.
Emma Louise Stanley

As most of us did,
Emma started on the
imaginary steeds, we
still tumbled off
them!
This is Emma when
she was about 4.
Very cute, circa 1978!
Emma moved on to
the four legged
variety soon enough
though.
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Liz Phillips
Age 15, competing in the Riding Club Area Horse Trials, on ‘Binny’ - a 16hh TB x
Cleveland Bay. (Geeky fact - she was previously owned by the drummer in the
‘Boomtown Rats’!) Binny and Liz lived for cross country, no wonder Pippa does
too!
Carola Puddy-Henny

In Europe Icelandic horses are far more prevalent
than in the UK. According to FEIF.org the
Netherlands currently have just over 8,000 horses
and 2,200 members of their national association in
comparison to 225 members and 999 horses in the
UK in 2018. Back in the 70’s the disparity was even
greater. Carola is a Dutch citizen who came to the
UK in 1982 so her experience with Icelandic horses
goes all the way back into her first horses. She
wrote: “The pictures are from 1972 with my second Icelandic horse Frekja to
1977 with my third Icelandic horse, Dreyri. I never wore a hat or used stirrups.”
It took Carola until 1998 to get an Icelandic in the UK.
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Martine Bye
Martine wrote “First I must apologise for not
wearing a hat. Whilst visiting my dear friend in
Shadoxhust, Kent. I just had to have a go on her new
horse. I’m around 19 or 20 in this photo. Almost forty
years on we are still friends and have shared the ups
and downs of our 4-legged companions.”
Not a lot of people can say that. It’s amazing how
the love of horses brings and keeps people together
through the years.
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Jan Parsons

Jan has spent much of her life as a
jobbing rider/groom largely without
having the facilities or opportunity to
own her own horse until much later in
life. She has shared with us a few of
the many horses she has had brief
love affairs with. She said “I always
gave them a pat just before they left
and said have a good life.”
First was Coniac – a holiday romance
(just look at the expression on Jan’s face
– wonderful – Ed.) Maismore in
Gloucester in 1970.

and Moonstone – somewhere in the Black
Mountains in 1971/72. (right)
Copper (below) was the first horse Jan
owned. He was Welsh and three gaited
but looking at him, you can but wonder if
something Icelandic figures in his
ancestry. (Picture 1974).
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Copper again - hacking out with friends - this was taken on the Poolbrook Road
on the way to Castlemorton Common 1975ish.
Fi Pugh

Way back when (about
1971).....When I was 9 my
Mum gave me an ancient,
very soft (you could press
the two sides together)
velvet riding cap for my
birthday & said I could
start riding lessons at a
small "pony
kindergarten" run by an
amazing lady called Miss
Topping.
Mum had lent her a Welsh
Mountain pony for the
riding school called
Ladybird. Her name belied
her nature. She bit,
kicked, and if not on a
lead ran off at speed with
whichever unfortunate
child was on top.
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“When I was about 12 Mum told me Ladybird could be my pony. I had mixed
feelings. I was ecstatic - at long last I had my own pony. But I was also terrified.
Well, now I had a pony I was going to ride her, come what may. I was the only one
allowed to ride her off the lead and most of the time it went quite well.
There was one memorable occasion, however, when Ladybird made a dash for
the gate. I made a valiant attempt to stop her, to no avail. As we got closer to the
gate I realised if she stopped there I would never get her away from it so I held
onto the saddle and gave her a good kick. We shot past the gate, careered on
round the field until we eventually cannoned into the back of a line of tiny tots
having a lead rein lesson. Miss Topping looked at me and said, "I think you had
better join the back of the ride". I was mortified, finishing my ride at the back of a
group of 5 year olds. At least she didn't put me on the lead rein. Funny really,
Ladybird started a trend. Most of the ponies/Icelandics I have had only seemed to
have 2 gears - stop, or very fast.”
This post on the challenge provoked a lot of reminiscing about horses named
Ladybird and the soft sided riding hats Fi mentioned.
Abi Baker reminisced: “There is also something in the name Ladybird... I also had
a memorable wild gallop on a mare of that name. Sadly I wasn't supposed to be
doing it and got caught, whooped and hugged and grounded! Then later my
parents bought a pony of our own.”
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1980s – Icelandic horses heading South…
Icelandic horses started to make their way south but still not many people who ride
Icelandic horses now started out on them, by the end of the decade, things were
beginning to change...
Jan Parsons

Still the love
affair
continues…
France in 1980,
trekking on a
17hh horse
while everyone
else is
engrossed in
the Moscow
Olympics.

Fiona Tyson
Fiona had no
horses in her
own family
background. She
caught the bug
and had to find a
pony to borrow.
(right) is her first
loan pony circa
1982.
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In those youthful days, she enjoyed a
full range of horse riding activities on
borrowed horses.

Fiona had to wait until she
got a job and could afford to
pay for her own horse; Flying
Foxtrot, known as Foxy circa
1984. (Left)

Cornelia Miller

This is me aged two on
Dougal, quite possibly he
invented the phrase
“shitland”. He once sat
down in a puddle with me
and rolled.
Although I was small he
taught me to be fearless
then I went on to some
mad welsh ponies and
scared my mother to death
before I met Icelandic
horses with Nick at
Oakfield.
25
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Mic Rushen

"Way Back When"..... Cally
(Calypso) was a 16.1hh Irish
Hunter we had in about 1985. He
was a sweet guy. This was at a
local show where he had just
won the ridden veterans class.

Ali Jefferies Storm – 1988
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Into the 90’s…
Natalie Dingle

Nat is a special case, a bit like Liz & Pippa Phillips, Harriet Frame, Paula Tweedie
and Harriet Bye. Their mothers have been involved with horses or Icelandic
horses before them, so Nick has seen Nat grow up and into her various horses
and horsey adventures and has some jolly good photos he will pass on to
Natalie too in the fullness of time. It’s great when the young people carry on
once they are adults. It can be very difficult too, that 20’s – 30’s and
sometimes longer period where horses necessarily have to take a back seat to
education, employment and sometimes relationships.
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Nat wrote: The grey pony in the bottom photos (on the previous page) was my
first pony, Sugar. She was a
present from my mum
(Fiona). The bay on the top
right was my Dartmoor pony
called Pearl. My mum even let
me have a go on her horse,
riding western (rosette
evidence on the left!) until I
finally settled with Icelandic’s
with Hetja, the hairiest horse I
ever knew!
The top photo of me and
Hetja is Christow Show 2005
(aged 13) when she wouldn’t
stand still in line up for love
nor money but she gave such
a great individual show in the M&M
type that we came 3rd out of
around 10. Fiona Tyson (Nat’s mum)
provided further way-back-when
photos of Natalie & Pearl – right
and Fiona & Lara circa 1994 (with a
very small Natalie and Fiona’s Dad.
Lara was named after Brian Lara –
a famous cricketer at the time.)

Lara is now owned by Phillipa Lang
who also now has an Icelandic.
Fiona used to lend her one of theirs
when they lived in Devon, and that is
how the love of Icelandic horses is
passed on….
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Harriet Vincent

Harriet wrote:
“My way back
when...it’s 1995
and I’m 8 years
old.
This is me and
Tiffany, a
favourite riding
school pony who
taught me lotsincluding how to
be airborne in the
saddle!”

Harriet Bye

According to
Mother I'm not
quite two in this
photo (1990/1991)
obviously safety is
epically important
hence Mother
holding onto me as
Saxon was never
backed but was
deemed safe
enough for me
(even though a
Welshie)
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Faye Litherland

My “Way back when” photo. This is me with my gorgeous Anglo Arab TC at the
Wingfield hunter trials in August 1990. I love this photo because on the surface
it just looks like any other photo of someone jumping their horse.
However, he had taken exception to this very simple jump for some reason and
this was our third try and all that lay between us and disqualification. Our time
was in the toilet, but I was determined we would finish the course without
disqualification which we did.
He had a nasty habit of dropping a shoulder into a jump and so my left hand
not visible in the picture was hold of a big chunk of mane. My face is a picture
of determination and concentration and you can see from my foot position
that considerable leg had been applied.
He was a wonderful horse who I loved with all of my heart, but sadly too much
for an emotionally unstable teenager, with no friends, who just wanted her
horse to love her the way the horses did in the books. I wish I could go back
and tell that girl that it was all going to be ok in the end.
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Kristina Christof’s Way Back When is maybe not as far back as a lot of ours,
none the less, when they leave us too early, they do indeed leave a huge hole.

My one and only Lagsi v. Semriach in 1998 when he was 4 years
old unfortunately he died in 2010 he left a big hole.
(Kristina is 15 in this picture)
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Abi Baker

Strawberry the most intelligent pony I have ever met. Also the most traffic
proof one you could meet. She would only be caught if she wished! Hated fly
spray, trailers and sand arenas, she was a beautiful education.
Circa 1990-1995
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Pasha❤my first Welsh pony. She was my best grey horse. My first youngster I
started and trained and a feisty little mare. All grown up in the picture below.
Circa1995 - 2000
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Maike Ahlgrimm

This is me in 1992 at age 13 (I think!)
literally in front of my parent's house
in Berlin, sitting on Fina, a friend's
Shetland pony.
As you can tell, I never had much of
an issue with riding "short horses".
Fina belonged to a classmate of my
younger sister, and was kept in a
back garden, reached through the
garage of a house a couple of
corners away, behind the high
school. (I still don't know how they
got away with that...)
I was so, so envious of that friend, who didn't even seem all that keen on riding
so I took every opportunity to take Fina out and about. I may have been just a
tad too tall for her at that point...

However, mostly I did vaulting during my teenage years (and rode the vaulting
horses, who were usually around 17hh or so). Circa 1995.
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Mic Rushen

Another "Way Back When".... a whole gang of Icelandic horses doing a display
at the Royal Bath & West Show. Several good riders came over from Iceland,
and we were there doing displays twice a day in the main arena for the whole
three days. Must have been in about 1992 or so.... (maybe someone can
remember the date?). Sigrún Sigurðardóttir and Þorvaldur Árni
Þorvaldsson were a couple of the riders, along with Fi Pugh, Claire Grocott and
I. I rode my lovely mare Lotning, who was eventually exported to Switzerland selling her pretty much gave us the deposit for Oakfield Farm. Some of the
other horses taking part included my first Icelandic Sox, Claire's gelding Dagur
and mare Komma, Fi's Tenor, Kolfinna (who I ended up buying), and several
more whose names escape me. The whole show was great fun, lots of partying
hard in the evenings with the
Shire and Percheron horse guys,
then showing off our horses
during the day. On the last day
they had a big hot air balloon
race, and we were all a bit
worried the horses would be
upset as they were only about
50m from where the balloons
left, so we all spread out around
the paddock just in case.
Needless to say the horses were
totally unbothered. :D
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Jan Parsons

More of Jan’s short love affairs - 1993, Broc with a young Tom – starting them
young has to be the way to go. (top) Russian Ed (Imported from Russia!) –
1999(bottom).
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Rebekah Spowage

This was my first pony, and set the
trend for me to love feisty but loving
mares. Velvet belonged to the son of a
family friend - he was 3 years older
than me and went to my school. When
I was 11, he asked me on the school
bus, 'Do you want to buy my pony?
I've outgrown her.' What a silly
question to a pony mad girl who lived
for her weekly riding lesson!
I dashed home and spoke to my
parents - to my absolute shock, they
agreed I could try her. It turned out
that both sets of parents had actually
been talking about it already and had
come up with a plan for me to go up
to the field daily with these friends
and learn the ropes with Velvet.
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I had done lots of lessons
and 'pony courses' but
never owned my own. I
got to ride Velvet once or
twice a week as well as
helping looking after her
daily. I could barely get
her to do anything under
saddle, but I didn't care - I
was within a whisper of
getting my own pony! On
one ride, I was ready to
try our first canter
together. I asked nothing happened. I
asked more firmly - still
nothing. I asked again and she took off flat out towards the gate. I was SO cross, I immediately said,
'Please can we buy this pony now - we need time to stop doing THAT.' And that
was that!
That was in 1995. We did pony club together for years (on days where she
consented to load - my dad lost his thumb thanks to her loading issues!) and
she adored XC.I pretty much had to sit and steer and she flew. If she stopped
(rarely) I was almost guaranteed to come off because it was usually at high
speed and without warning. We nearly always won hunter trials. Neither of us
much enjoyed dressage so we didn't bother! We did endurance as we both got
older as well. She was PTS in 2008 at the grand age of 28yrs (pretty elderly for
a NF x TB.)
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Lu Crawford

Our Halfkey Icelandics Challenge host and the inspiration for this challenge. Lu
wrote: “The first two are from the Celtic cup in Ireland in 1996 (same as my
famous happy face one). “
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Above, we are at the FEIF World
Championships in Seljord Norway in 1997
with Fi Pugh and Tenor. I was riding Mist,
my first “owned by me” horse and my
first Icelandic.
Here are 2 of my Way Back When pictures
from the nineties. The first, 1990 a best
turned out class of 26 we won it and won
£5 prize money, on my old ex rescue
racehorse William in his 20’s I had him on
loan before I was able to afford to buy
my own.
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The second was in
an under 14.2
jumping competition
around the same
year, I was paranoid
I would get caught
out as he was14.3.
We got away with
that but we got
disqualified soon
after with 3 refusals
at a wall jump.

This horse was Herbie, an Arab/riding pony cross v bucky on grass! We had
just been in a showing class where he was very naughty about standing still so
we fired him around a course of jumps.
Ali Jeffries On to 1998 and dear old Inga having a Tina Turner day in Anglesey.
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And onto the Noughties…
Alison Kerlogue

My lovely Gjoska my first Icelandic who taught me more than I ever taught her.
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Liz Phillips
My wonderful Blakki, about 17 yrs ago in the Icelandic Horse display at Blair
Horse Trials. He had great gaits, but was quite a stressy horse, so gaited
competitions were a bit of a disaster with him - but - in jumping competitions
he was awesome! We were often near the top placings, in Hunter Trials,
against much bigger horses.
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Maike Ahlgrimm

This was during my
second stay in
Iceland, working
the summer of
2000 on a farm. I
don't have any
good pictures from
my first stay in 97
as I usually rode
alone. But the
second trip, I'd
been truly bitten
by the Icy bug.
Jan Parsons 2000ish. Frisby – a very quirky, opinionated horse.
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Janet Mulder

Janet is a new Halfkey friend who comes from Alaska. Circa 2002, Swedish FEIF
Youth Cup, the experience of a lifetime for a girl from Alaska.

Bethany Frear

13 year old me with my Dales pony in 2003. (above)
Hacking home through the housing estates (and
having a canter on the playing fields) Too quick to
be caught by the groundsmen she said!
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Abi Baker

Robbie of Highland PING fame
(those ancient enough to recall
Rec Eq UK will hopefully
remember) is the reason I ended
up with Icelandics.
3 years of his intermittent
unpredictable neurosis left my
mother begging me to 'buy your
own horse before he does any
more damage' but I was still very
fond of him. Circa 2001-2004

Shannon Ward 2006
I think I am about 11 in this
picture.
I started riding my friends
12.2 as she outgrew him;
she rode her mum's horse
as I rode her old pony. We
used to go for picnics
bareback, herd my friend’s
cows and loads more!
He taught me so much. I'll
never forget he ran
straight under a branch,
luckily I didn't fall off but
had a headache for a few
days!!
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Cristina Edwards

Top left is me on
Tíbrá when I was
about 4/5 circa 2007,
bottom left is Hind
This was one of my
first local shows
where the judge
thought Hind was
lame but she was
tölting!(where I
think I was 7
maybe).
Top middle is me
and mum around
the same time, top
right is at a display
on Bob (Mic
Rushen’s horse, I
think I was 9)and bottom right is me and Bob in fancy dress at our local show
where we one my first trophy(I was possibly 9/10)!
Catherine Holland

Catherine and Beanie
(Big Fat Cob)
Jumping for the first
time in about 2009.
Like many people in
the UK meeting
Icelandic horses is an
unexpected turn in
their horse riding
experience. You can
read more about
Catherine’s Icelandic
story on the Little
Viking Horse blog. A
recommended read.
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And the next generation (posted by their mums)…
Libby (Black hat) & Isabel (Purple Hat) Day
2008 – On Jerry, about 3, not very
way back when for most of us, but for
Libby and Issy – a huge leap back into
the past.

Pippa Phillips
When you’re still only 13, ‘way back
when’ isn’t really that long ago, but
here’s Pippa, aged 4, with our
Shetland ‘Wee Sox’ He started her
love affair with all things horse!
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Alison Webb
Nowhere near as far back as Mics are, but this was me
and Nev's Thokka, when we went to Oakfield for one of the
shows (2009?) and we rode down to the pub, Nev on
Freydis and I think Caroline on Thokka borrowed from Nick.
Anyway, this was at the lunch stop. We had already been
the local steam fair, 15 or so small steam rollers going the
opposite way.
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